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TRANSPARENCE TO CONDUCT A NEW DIALOG 
Starting 2 November 1999, COGEMA launched a mass public communication campaign and creating an Internet 

site, equipped with cameras (webcams), to make everyone familiar with the COGEMA plant at La Hague.  This 
system is designed to serve a communication policy that is resolutely open and attentive to French public concerns: 

• The COGEMA plant at La Hague is often perceived as a mystery, occult and dehumanized world. This 
communication campaign, entitled "We have nothing to hide", illustrated COGEMA'S determination to 
inform the citizens in the greatest possible transparence and its wish to bring the Group's industrial 
operations and the persons working there closer to the public.  

The campaign included TV commercials and press ads.  The underlying principle is to work on issues that have 
made news.  The televised system included two films, shot at La Hague.  The first, lasting 90 seconds, consists of 
interviews and testimonies of employees who represent the professional and human diversity of the plant.  The 
second, in 45-second format, presents the questions to which public opinion wants answers.  These questions are also 
repeated in the press ads.  

• To ensure that everyone obtains all the answers to his questions, the TV spots and press ads refer to the 
website "www.cogemalahague.fr" and to a tollfree number "0800-64-64-64".  

Cybernauts can witness live, by means of a dozen cameras (webcams) what actually happens in different places 
at COGEMA La Hague and in its environment: general view of the site, spent fuel unloading installations, storage 
ponds, Valognes rail terminal, etc.   

To reach beyond irrational fears through transparence, to show that COGEMA's men and women are fully 
responsible and determined to contribute actively to the information of the public at large: this was the gist of this 
first step of the new dialog that COGEMA wants to establish with public opinion.  

COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN 

"We have nothing to hide" 
November, 1999 

COGEMA takes a new position aimed at encouraging 
and nurturing the debate on nuclear energy through an 
approach based on communication and dialog. 

OUR APPROACH 
– Take into account the nature of nuclear as causing 

anxiety (like health, food), 
– Make use of strong images related to the 

controversial media coverage of COGEMA-La Hague, 
– Starting from the perception of the general 

public (SOFRES studies), communicate on the 
subjects considered "taboo". 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MEANS 
– A TV and press campaign targetting the general public,  

  
Is it nomal to have so many flowers in La Hague ? Monitoring the environment in La Hague : who measures 

what and how ? 

 
Is there a life other than nuclear in La Hague ? 

 
All the answers to all your questions 
Internet site : www.cogemalahague.fr 

Tall free number : 0800 64 64 64 
Visit number : 02 33 02 64 00 

We have nothing to hide 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.cogemalahague.fr/


– A specific internet site on the La Hague plant with webcams (in situ), 

   

 
– A toll-free number to collect all the questions and a "visits" number. 

HOW THE CAMPAIGN WAS PERCEIVED 
AFTERWARDS (SOFRES STUDY) 

A face to face poll taken between the 25th and 29th of 
November 1999, involving a sample of 1096 people, 
representative of the French population. 

– After a 3-week campaign, 37% of the French 
remembered it (score standard) : 

�Among these 37%, 78% knew that COGEMA was 
at the origin of the campaign. 

– After seeing the campaign (films + press), over 
50% of those interviewed had a positive opinion of it. 

COGEMA's subsequent image 
For each qualifier, 
 
 
 
 
–Responsible : 
–Concerned for informing 
the population : 
–Reassuring : 
–… 
–Arrogant 

 
 
 
(is very suitable + is quite 
suitable) 
67% 
67% 
 
53% 
 
19% 

PUBLIC USE OF THE TOOLS 
(from November 2 to 29, 1999) 

– Over 40,000 connections to the Internet site with an 
average query time about 20 minutes (from November 2, 
1999, to end of March 2000 : 90,000connections), 

– Close to 1000 calls to the toll-free number 
generated oral or written answers. 

CONCLUSION 
This campaign was the first stage of a long-term 

approach. Its positive reception from the public 
strengthens COGEMA's resolution to anticipate the 
legitimate information's needs expressed by the public 
opinion.  

As a responsible firm, COGEMA means to adapt her 
communication policy in order to make the whole 
activities of the Group widely known.  

Beyond communication, COGEMA intends to carry 
on showing her attachment to nuclear industry and 
bolstering this sector's interests on the international scene. 
 


